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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The purpose of this work is to study and quantify the differences in calculated dose computed with two algorithms available in treatment planning systems: Pencil Beam Convolution and Clarkson. Material and Methods: Four
different types of treatment cases were analyzed: lung, head and neck, brain and prostate. For each case, the volume
definition was based on a clinical CT-scan acquisition. The patients were treated with 3-dimensional radiation therapy.
For each patient, 2 treatment plans were generated using exactly the same configuration of beams. In plan 1 and plan 2,
the dose was calculated using the Clarkson and Pencil Beam Convolution algorithms, respectively, without heterogeneity correction. To evaluate the treatment plans, the monitor units, isodose curves, dose volume histograms and quality
index were compared. A statistical analysis was carried out using Wilcoxon signed rank test. Results: The difference
observed for monitor unites was 1.2% for lung and less than 1% for head and neck, brain and prostate. Wilcoxon test
showed that there was “no statically significant difference, (p > 0.05)”. The dosimetric parameters derived from dose
volume histograms were higher for organs at risks using Clarkson compared to Pencil Beam Convolution algorithm
inviting clinician to make “safer” prescriptions. For quality index there was no statistically significant difference between both algorithms for all quality indexes, (p > 0.05). Conclusion: The clinical evaluation of a treatment plan should
be made regarding the calculation algorithm which, in turn, is linked to the experience of the clinician.
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1. Introduction
Treatment planning is one of the main steps in radiotherapy. It includes dose, isodose and monitor units
(MUs) calculations. The dose calculation is based on algorithms implemented in treatment planning system
(TPS). For a suitable clinical use, these algorithms must
calculate the dose as accurately as possible. The radiotherapy department at Grenoble University Hospital was
migrating from the Clarkson-Cunningham algorithm to
the Pencil Beam Convolution (PBC) algorithm. Considering the change from one algorithm to the other, it was
necessary to verify that the new algorithm will not introduce unexpected results in the clinical practice. So, we
build a study to compare the two algorithms and quantify
the differences in terms of dose to the patients. The
comparisons between older and newer algorithm include
Open Access

four different clinical situations [1,2]. Monitor unit calculation is a very important step. MUs are directly related to the dose delivered to the patient. Specific task
groups have recommended comparing the monitor unit
calculation for different kinds of plans in order to confirm the validity of monitor unit calculations [3-5]. The
aim of our study was to compare monitor units and dose
distribution obtained with the two algorithms respectively: the Clarkson and the PBC algorithms, and to
evaluate the possible change in the clinical outcome of
treatment plans. The Clarkson method was the most
widely spread method implemented in TPS. Most of the
clinical trials conducted in radiation therapy over the last
decade were done by center using this method. Furthermore, the values of dose limit for organ at risks OARs
were certainly derived from these calculations. The PBC
algorithm is now one of the most commonly available
JCT
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algorithms in commercial systems. In the present work,
the dosimetric calculations of the two algorithms are investigated using four cancer cases. These cases were selected in our clinic. The treatment plans were designed
with the treatment planning systems used in our clinic.
The dose values calculated with the Clarkson algorithm
are the references since this algorithm has been used for
many years in our clinic.

2. Material and Method
2.1. Planning CT Scans and Contouring of
Structures
In order to get the same CT images and the same contouring on each treatment planning systems for each
clinical case, clinicians delineated the clinical contours of
target structures and OARs on a specific workstation:
Imago®. We exported the CT images as well as the contours from Imago® to respectively Dosigray® and
Eclipse® using a DICOM RT transfer. For each clinical
case, we constructed similar treatment plans on each TPS.
We checked the similarity of the treatment plans by
comparing volume definitions, beam geometry and MLCsettings on each TPS. The treatment plans were designed
using a forward planning method. The isocentre was the
point where the dose was prescribed. The isodoses were
normalized at the isocentre. It was located centrally into
the tumor (center of the PTV). So, the dose is prescribed
for each case at a single reference point inside the planning target volume as recommended by ICRU reports
[6,7].

2.2. Treatment Planning Systems
We used two treatment planning systems (TPS) in this
study Dosigray® (Dosisoft) and Eclipse® (version 8.1.1.8,
Varian medical systems). Dosigray® system uses a
Clarkson model. The Clarkson method separates the dose
into two components: primary and scattered radiations
[8]. It resolves the irregular field into sectors of circular
beams originating at the point of interest in the phantom
or patient. The sector integration method calculates the
dose as the sum of contributions of primary radiation and
of scattered radiation. The Eclipse® system uses the PBC
algorithm. This algorithm is based on a pencil beam kernel convolution. This algorithm compute the dose in the
patient as the superposition of the total energy released
per unit mass with an energy deposition kernel. Kernel
represents the spread of energy from the primary photon
interaction site throughout the volume [9].

2.3. Prescription and Plans Settings for the
Clinical Cases
Lung: 12 field techniques with photon beam 18MV were
Open Access

used to treat a tumor placed in the mediastina. There
were different gantry angles: 4 anteriors, 2 posteriors, 2
laterals, 4 obliques. The planning target volumes received a 60 Gy.
Head and neck: 12 field techniques with photon beam
6MV were used to treat a tumour placed in oral cavity.
There were different gantry angles: six right and six left
fields parallel and opposed two by two were used at 90˚
and 270˚ positions of the Linac arm. The planning target
volumes received a 60.75 Gy.
Brain: 5 oblique fields with photon beam 6MV were
used to treat a right side tumor in the brain. The gantry
angles were: 205˚, 345˚ and 210˚. The planning target
volumes received a 36.4Gy.
Prostate: 10 field techniques with photon beam 18
MV were used to treat the seminal vesicles. Gantry directions were: 1 anterior, 1 posterior, 4 laterals, 4 obliques. The planning target volumes received a 70 Gy.

2.4. Treatment Plans Evaluation
2.4.1. Dosimetric Analysis
In order to evaluate the treatment plans, the following
dosimetric parameters were used:
1) MUs: for each patient, the MUs of plan 1 and 2
were compared for each field.
2) Isodose distribution: we compared the isodose
curves 95% and 100% inside the PTVs.
3) Dose volume histograms (DVH): for each PTV the
minimum dose, mean dose and maximum dose, as well
as the calculated dose delivered to 95% of the PTV volume (D95) were compared. For each OAR, the minimum
dose, mean dose and maximum dose were compared. We
also compared the dose constraints for each organ at
risks.
4) Quality index: Conformity Index (CI) defined as
the ratio of the minimum dose encompassing the PTV to
the prescribed dose was used to compare the plan conformity. Homogeneity Index (HI), defined as the ratio of
the maximum dose in PTV to the prescribed dose was
used to compare the homogeneity dose for PTV. The
PTV Conformity Index (CIPTV), defined as the PTV
volume receiving more than 95% of the prescribed dose
divided by the PTV volume was used to compare the
degree of conformity of the prescribed dose. We used the
geometrical index (g) to compare the geometric conformity to PTV and normal tissues, where g = (VPTV + VNT)/
PTV volumes. VPTV designates the PTV volumes receiving a dose lower than 100% the prescribed dose.
VNT are the normal tissue volumes receiving 100% of
the prescribed dose [9-11].
2.4.2. Statistical Analysis
Wilcoxon signed rank test was applied to assess the
statically significance of deviations. Language R® (verJCT
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sion 2.15.2/2012-10-26) was employed to calculate pvalue at alpha error equal to 5%. Data are presented as
interquartile rang/Median; (IQR/M) or Mean ± Standard
Deviation (SD).

3. Results
3.1. Planning CT Scans and Contouring of
Structures
We compared all structures obtained on each TPS and
each treatment case. We did not found significant difference in the contours of volumes. Furthermore, the volumes of each structure, calculated by the two TPS from
initial contouring are almost equal. This comparison
demonstrated that, the same contours were used in both
methods. So, our comparisons, even if conducted on two
separate TPS, are based on the same volume definition.

3.2. Comparison of Dosimetric Results
1) MUs: the difference between the monitor units
calculated by Clarkson and PBC algorithms were by a
mean of 1.2% (1.8SD), 0.2% (0.9SD), 0.7% (1.6SD) and
0.2% (1.4SD) for lung, head and neck, brain and prostate,
respectively. Wilcoxon test showed that there was no
statically significant difference and p-values were 0.4,
0.2, 0.8 and 0.7 for lung, head and neck, brain and
prostate, respectively. Figure 1 shows the distribution of
beam as a function of percentage of dose difference for
all fields (n = 39). We note that using Clarkson algorithm
in plan 1 compared to PBC algorithm in plan 2, the MUs
were not changed for 23 fields, but the MUs were lower
for 6 fields and higher for 10 fields.
2) Isodose distribution: the 95% isodose curves
calculated in plan 1 and plan 2 included the whole PTVs
whatever its location. The 100% isodose curves enclosed
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the PTVs using Clarkson more than PBC for brain and
prostate. The 100% isodose curves enclosed the PTVs
using PBC more than Clarkson for brain and prostate.
Figure 2 shows the transverse view for lung, it can be
seen that the 100% isodose line is larger on the PBC
model than on the Clarkson calculation. On a clinical
point of view, this could be evaluated as a better
coverage of the inferior and lateral parts of the tumor
volume than with the Clarkson algorithm. The Clarkson
algorithm showed a reduced dose in the tumor. But with
this algorithm the isodoses expand laterally more than
with the PBC, showing to the clinician a higher dose to
the OARs. We also note that the 20% line calculated by
Clarkson method expands to the left lung (organ at risk)
larger than PBC. This show more doses in the left lung
than calculated by PBC. The 40% isodose line calculated
by Clarkson algorithm expands longitudinally around the
spinal cord. This shows a large dose near and within the
spinal cord.
3) DVH: Tables 1 and 2 summarize the dosimetric
and statistical results for PTVs and OARs. In Table 1, it

Figure 2. Transverse dose distribution for the lung cancer:
a) PBC and b) Clarkson. The 20% and 40% isodose curves
calculated by Clarkson in plan 1 encompass a greater
volume of normal lung tissue and spinal cord, respectively,
compared with PBC algorithm in plan 2.
Table 1. Dose volume parameters for planning target volume for all patients. Δ is the difference of values between
plans 1 and plans 2. IQR/M: interquartile rang/Median;
D95: the calculated dose delivered to 95% of the PTV volume and p-value: Wilcoxon signed rank test.
ΔDose %

Figure 1. The distribution of beam as a function of percentage of dose difference per MUs for all fields. We note
that using Clarkson algorithm in plans 1 compared to PBC
algorithm in plans 2, the MUs were not changed for 23
fields, but the MUs were lower for 6 fields and higher for 10
fields.
Open Access

Minimum dose Mean dose

D95

Maximum dose

IQR/M

1.2

0.6

4.4

0.4

p-value

0.4

0.3

0.5

0.5

Table 2. Dose volume parameters for all organs at risks for
all patients. Δ is the difference of values between plans 1
and plans 2. IQR/M: interquartile rang/Median and p-value:
Wilcoxon signed rank test.
ΔDose %

Minimum dose

Mean dose

Maximum dose

IQR/M

1.6

4.0

2.0

p-value

<0.001

0.02

<0.001
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can be seen that the difference between Clarkson and
PBC algorithms for minimum, mean and maximum
doses was less than 1%. Wilcoxon test showed that there
was no statically significant difference, (p > 0.05). In
Table 2, it seems clearly that, the dose calculated for
OARs by Clarkson algorithm was higher than PBC algorithm. The comparison of the dose constraints showed
that the recommendation for dose constraints in all OARs
were respected using the two algorithms.
4) Quality index: Table 3 summarizes the quality
index for all patients using Clarkson and PBC algorithms.
Wilcoxon test showed that there was no statistically significant difference for all index, (p > 0.05).

4. Discussion
Many papers evaluate the algorithms in terms of their
abilities to accurately represent the dose distribution.
Martel-Lafay et al. have recently recommended using an
algorithm at least based on the superposition convolution
method for calculating the dose in lung case [12].
Linthout et al demonstrated that Clarkson algorithm is
suitable for the calculation of treatment plans for cranial
and pelvic lesions [13]. For other anatomical regions like
head and neck or lung, the Clarkson algorithm might no
longer be sufficient. However, the reality of the representation of the dose distribution calculated by an algorithm has a clinical value when it is linked to the clinician experience. Our report presents a detailed analysis
of the differences between the numbers of monitor unit,
dose distribution, DVH and quality index for four treatment cases typologies calculated by two different algorithms.
While there are many similarities between the Clarkson algorithm and PBC algorithm in the calculation of
monitors units, there are visible differences in dose values representation. The maximum doses calculated by
the PBC algorithm were higher than with Clarkson for
the lung and head and neck cases but lower for prostate
and brain cases. The 100% and 95% isodoses levels calculated with the PBC method were better covering the
target volume than those calculated with the Clarkson

method. However, the present study had the limitation
that the population number of patients was small (n = 4).
Whatever the differences are, clinician should not forget
that these differences are only variations in the representtation of the dose distribution that exist in the patient.
The only real distribution is the one that is clinically
evaluated by the clinician.

5. Conclusion
This study enables physicians to be aware of treatment
modifications associated with the change of dose calculation software using Clarkson and PBC algorithms
without density correction. When changing from one
algorithm to another, or when implementing recommenddations issued from other institutions or international
trials, dose calculation methods must be carefully identified and evaluated prior to any clinical change in the
prescription method.
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